
 
 

Advanced Acting Career Program  

SYLLABUS 

 

 

Dear Talent,  

 

Thank you for your interest in our ADVANCED Acting Career 
Program. We are sure our individualized program will help you 
achieve goals in your acting career!  

Below you can find a full program syllabus and session description.  

For program calendar, fees and payment plans, please refer to your 
Program Brochure.  

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. We ́ll be 
happy to help!  

Important information: All our programs are done online until further 
notice.  



For calendar and tuition fees please read our Programs Brochure 
included in your callback email. 

 

Our ADVANCED Acting Career Program is focused on talent that want 
to focus on having a solid monologue for auditions, create a 
professional acting portfolio and have the opportunity of showcasing 
their work to agents/managers as well as self-submitting themselves 

to projects around the world. 

This program consists on 2 individual sessions of one hour and a half 
each and 1 group session of 2 hours. This last session is the “Agent 
Prep & Live Agent Audition” session and runs for two hours.  

 

Individual Session 1 is our “Portfolio Advisory, Monologue Selection 
and Monologue Coaching” session.  

During this individual session, we will teach talent where and who to 
get professional HEADSHOTS with. We will learn what are agents 
looking for in an actor ́s headshot. We will give talent a list of their 

closest professional headshot photographers.  

We will teach how to create a professional acting RESUME and how to 
put it together with your HEADSHOT. All agents and casting directors 

ask for these two things when submitting to auditions!  

We will also go over how to self-tape auditions in a professional way. 
We will talk about lighting, wardrobe, camera position and “slates.”  

The third part of this session will consist on selecting a monologue 
that better connects to talents individuality. Monologues are 

previously sent by our researcher. 

Once the monologue has been selected we will go over memorization 
techniques, character creation and development and script analysis 
techniques so that talent can start working with their monologue and 
creating a strong and memorable delivery.  



Elements we will explore will be: magic if, given circumstances, units 
of text, choices and stakes, inflections, rhythm, focus, subtext, 

objectives, obstacles, and relationships. 

 

Individual Session 2 is our “Portfolio Review, Character Development 

& Monologue for the Camera” session.  

This session will be about giving you feedback on your self- tape, 
resume and headshot and give you all resources to self-submit to 
agents and casting calls.  

We will provide you with a list of all the agents close to your city as 
well as all the local and national websites that take self- submissions. 
You don ́t need an agent to submit to a lot of gigs!  

The last part of the session will be focused in working your 
monologue for the camera. We will incorporate improvisation work to 
make truthful choices and create organic deliveries. This will also 
allow us to discover new colors and layers for the monologue and the 
character’s life.  

We will work on creating strong choices, work with different camera 
angles, use pauses successfully, take adjustments and continue 
exploring the essence of your character and monologue.  

 

Q&A with an industry professional: Learn the stories of actors 
working for T.V. Series and Feature Films and ask them all the 

questions you have ever had about the industry. (1hr) 

 

Group Session 3 is our last session which is focused on preparing 
our talent for an Agent Audition.  

During the first hour we will do a mock audition and play with 

adjustments. This will work as a warm up for the final audition!  



Coaches will give specific notes so that talent can apply acting 
elements that we learned in the previous weeks.  

The second half of this session will be exclusively for the Agent 
Audition. Talent will get to audition in front of  top-notch 

agents/managers. 

 

Post-Program Audition & Submission Coaching: All our alumni get 
free audition & submission coaching for 1 month after the end of their 
program. This coaching is focused on helping actors with their 
audition material required by agents or casting directors our alumni 
submit to after the program. 

 

 

If you have any further questions about our program or would like to 
talk to us in detail about pedagogical techniques please feel free to 

contact us!  

 

Performing Arts Studio 
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